一、文法

1. I drive my _____ car.
   (A) uncle  (B) uncles  (C) uncle’  (D) uncle’s

2. All our visitors _____ just now.
   (A) leave  (B) left  (C) leaving  (D) are leaving

3. The dress _____ by my mother.
   (A) make  (B) made  (C) is make  (D) was made

4. _____, no one was hurt in the accident.
   (A) Luck  (B) Lucky  (C) Luckily  (D) Luckless

5. The job was shared by Tom and _____.
   (A) she  (B) she’s  (C) her  (D) hers

6. If you went to London, you _____ the Queen.
   (A) saw  (B) will see  (C) might see  (D) might have seen

7. The boys were told to _____ the beds after getting up.
   (A) make  (B) do  (C) put  (D) keep

8. The police _____ not taken any actions.
   (A) was  (B) were  (C) has  (D) have

9. He stood there, _____ out through the window.
   (A) looked  (B) have looked  (C) looking  (D) to look

10. I _____ piano since I was a little girl.
    (A) practice  (B) practiced  (C) would practice  (D) have practiced

11. The older they got, the _____ they become.
    (A) richer  (B) more rich  (C) least rich  (D) rich

12. Did you eat the cake _____ we bought for Janice?
    (A) who  (B) whose  (C) whom  (D) that

13. He will be your brother–in-law, _____ he?
    (A) is  (B) does  (C) isn’t  (D) won’t

14. Your question is too hard _____ answered.
    (A) to  (B) be  (C) to be  (D) not to be

15. When you check ____ at the hotel, remember to get a non-smoking room.
    (A) on  (B) in  (C) out  (D) with

二、文意字彙

16. I need _____ time and money.
    (A) add  (B) fail  (C) extra  (D) crab

17. Could you give me a _____ of NT$10,000?
18. She used a _____ to wipe away her baby’s tears.
   (A) tissue  (B) vase  (C) wax  (D) timber

19. I’m very _____ of your new job. I’ve heard that it pays well.
   (A) interesting  (B) exhausted  (C) envious  (D) worried

20. My teenage sister is of _____ height. She wishes she were taller.
   (A) slice  (B) pour  (C) bottom  (D) average

21. Bread is made from _____.
   (A) favor  (B) flour  (C) flood  (D) flu

22. The two bothers spend a lot of time together. They have a close _____.
   (A) laughter  (B) carpet  (C) rooster  (D) relationship

23. It was foolish of you to put all your _____ in one basket.
   (A) hands  (B) discussions  (C) partners  (D) eggs

24. John keeps a dog as a _____.
   (A) pet  (B) drag  (C) firm  (D) soul

25. The _____ is performing an operation on a patient.
   (A) tailor  (B) survivor  (C) stepfather  (D) surgeon

26. China is the _____ country of the 2008 Olympic Games.
   (A) flame  (B) element  (C) reform  (D) host

27. _____ you had checked a second time, you wouldn’t have left your keys at home.
   (A) Unless  (B) If  (C) In order that  (D) Until

28. Diamonds are precious ____ and should be locked in a safe.
   (A) jars  (B) laces  (C) jewels  (D) ladders

29. Ms. Rowling _____ three months writing her new novel.
   (A) spent  (B) cost  (C) took  (D) paid

30. He wanted an iPod so ____ that he saved money for a long time to buy one.
   (A) actually  (B) badly  (C) totally  (D) poorly

三、克漏字填充

Part A.
I think I like the girl who sits _____31____ me in my History class this semester. _____32____ when I see her, I freeze up or try to avoid her. I _____33____ an idiot. I have always wanted to meet her but I always get _____34____. I don’t think I fit in with her friends, either. She is also very _____35____ and knows a lot of people. I would really like to go out with her.

31. (A) in front  (B) behind at  (C) next to  (D) ahead for

32. (A) Although  (B) Every time  (C) Since  (D) Why not

33. (A) feel  (B) feel like  (C) like  (D) like much
Part B.

Sammy was on a train heading for Kaohsiung, looking forward to a long and interesting trip. She wanted to take a good rest on the train because she had been under a lot of __36__ in school last semester. Not long after the train pulled out of the __37__, she heard a cell phone ring. A moment later, the man __38__ in front of her answered the phone and spoke for quite a while, laughing and talking at full __39__. Sammy finally ran out of patience and told the man to quiet down and stop __40__ the other passengers.

36. (A) stress  (B) surprise  (C) control  (D) influence
37. (A) school  (B) restaurant  (C) home  (D) station
38. (A) sat  (B) who sitting  (C) had sat  (D) sitting
39. (A) speed  (B) volume  (C) price  (D) marks
40. (A) directing  (B) protecting  (C) bothering  (D) serving

四、閱讀測驗

Part A.

Susan was swimming under water when something came near her. It had a round middle with eight long arms sticking out of it. Each arm had rows of little cups which could hold things tightly. In its middle was a mouth with two beaks as sharp as knife blades.

In the past many sailors had been afraid of this animal. But Susan was not afraid. She was a scientist learning about the octopus. She knew that it eats crabs and other small shellfish from the bottom of the sea. She knew that some octopuses give off lots of ink when they feel in danger. This makes a screen so their enemies can’t see them slip away. Susan hoped this would not happen because she wanted to watch it so she could learn more about octopuses.

41. The passage is about __________.
   (A) sea monsters  (B) how to swim under water  (C) an octopus  (D) a sailor
42. How many arms did the creature have?
   (A) eight  (B) six  (C) four  (D) eighteen
43. What did the arms have on them?
   (A) rows  (B) a knife  (C) cups  (D) beaks
44. What did its mouth have?
   (A) sharp teeth  (B) sharp blades  (C) sharp beaks  (D) a sharp knife
45. Susan was __________.
(A) having fun  (B) swimming in a race  (C) working as a sailor  (D) doing her job

Part B.

Tired of trying to lose weight by following impossible and expensive diets that only leave you frustrated and depressed? Now, you can get rid of those unwanted kilos easily and permanently with our revolutionary electronic Slim Faster. We guarantee that you will begin to lose weight immediately and never have to watch what you eat again. This incredible, lightweight device is the result of ten years of research and development by Doctor Bill Shao of California. You wear it like a wristwatch and the tiny microchips in the unit literally burn-up all that unwanted fat. By wearing the device constantly, we guarantee that you will lose an amazing four kilos a week and you will feel and look a lot healthier. Once you’ve achieved your ideal weight, you simply wear the Slim Faster for thirty minutes every day to make sure that you don’t regain any weight.

46. What kind of content could this passage be?
   (A) A piece of news.  (B) An advertisement.  (C) A teacher’s notice.  (D) A doctor’s note.

47. Who is most likely to respond to this passage?
   (A) Electronics engineers.  (B) Overweight people.  (C) People who want to be fashionable.  (D) People who want to remain young.

48. What guarantee is not given in this passage?
   (A) A longer life.  (B) Better health.  (C) Improved looks.  (D) Immediate weight loss.

49. Who developed the Slim Faster?
   (A) A genius in Hong Kong.  (B) A schoolboy in Perth.  (C) A housewife in Chicago.  (D) A doctor in California.

50. According to this passage, how many kilos could someone lose in four and a half weeks?
   (A) Twenty-two.  (B) Eighteen.  (C) Twenty.  (D) Four.